Purpose Purpose •Lung Brachytherapy with ) is a well established technique of radiation therapy for palliative intent in inoperable patients and as a currative intent in early stage lung cancers [1] .
•However the majority of treatment planning treatments which are performing brachytherapy technique of level II and III do not have the ability to consider the inhomogeneity of lung in relation to normal tissue.
•Purpose of study was to estimate the dose difference due to the tissue inhomogeneity (density ρ=0.296gr/cm 3 ) relative to water (ρ=1gr/cm 3 ) with the Monte Carlo simulation method by MCNP.
Material and Methods

•Monte Carlo N-Particle code (MCNP-5) [2] was used in order to simulate the interaction of photons with matter and estimate the energy deposition, by using F6 (KERMA estimator) and F8 (dose estimator) tallies.
•Visual Editor (VisEd) was used for the visualization of the study.
•Appropriate energy spectrum of Ir-192 was used according to http://members.aol.com/rprice1495/data/Ir192.pdf. 
Conclusion Results Material and Methods Purpose
•Two studies were performed, the first study was on cubic voxel phantom and the second study was on a adult ORNL (MIT) [3] mathematical phantom.
•Additional test was performed with the geometry of the cylindrical source Ir-192 of EURADOS's problem #1 [3] .
[3] Medical Physics Geometry Database LA-UR-08-2113B.
In the first study, voxel geometry, two simulations were run. In the first simulation the material around the source had chemical composition and density of water (ρ=1gr/cm 3 ).
On the other simulation the material was similar to lung tissue (ρ=0.296gr/cm 3 ).
In the second study, phantom geometry, two simulations were run and the source of Ir-192 was placed in the centre of right lung.
In the first simulation all organs of the body, even body structures, had chemical composition and density of water.
On the second simulation, each organ's default chemical composition and density was used in the phantom. 
Results
• Results derived from F6 and F8 tallies showed that there was a sub dosage in neighborhood tissues due the inhomogeneity ignorance.
•The first study revealed that presence of lung instead of normal tissue was increasing monotonically the dose from the source to a distance which approached 8% at 4cm, in accordance with Das et al 2006 [4] . •Second study, at the mathematical phantom, showed that the increase was relative low 2.1% for the lung, while was larger, for organ at risk as heart 6.8% and bone marrow 7.6%, and in any case the estimated dose was larger by taking account of the inhomogeneity.
•Organs' doses for the nearby organs are reported relative to lung's dose. 
